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Abstract - Io this paper, a study of selectivc image 
encryption usiog IDEA algorithm is presented. 
Experimental results show a good image security 
using the proposed selective encryption. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The strongest solutions for security are offered by 
computaţional cryptography. Cryptography is used for 
insuring the communication confidentiality in military 
and diplomatic fieids for a long time. During last 
years, cryptography has known a spectacular progress, 
many services and devices of securit> , which are used 
in Internet is a proof of this faci. Image encryption is 
among the last applications of cr>'ptography. It looks 
to have in the near future many applications in 
Internet, taking into account that tlngerprints and 
retina images will replace the numeric passwords. 

II. IDEA ALGORITHM 

Xuejia Lai and James Massey of the Swiss 
Federal Institute of Technology developed the 
International Data Enc^ption Algorithm (IDEA) in 
1999 year. The main application for IDEA is PGP 
(Pretty Good Privacy). This program is the most 
secure and fast encryption system nov\'adays. 

Cr>'ptographic strength of IDEA is given by: 
> Block length 
> Key length - is long enough to prevent 

exhaustive key searches 
> Confusion - the cipher text should depend on 

the plain text and key in a complicated way. 
> Diffusion - each plaintext bit should 

influence every chipertext bit, and each key 
bit should influence every chipertext bit. 

Confusion is achieved by mixing three different 
operations. Each operation is executed on two 16-bit 
inputs. These operations are: 

> Exclusive-or (XOR) 
> Addition by integer modulo 2 ' ^ inputs and 

output are unsigned 1 6 - b i t integer 
> Multiplication of integers modulo 

inputs and output is unsigned 16-bit integer. 
In this casc the blocks of all zeros is treated 
as representing 2'^. 

Using this thrce operations we provide a complex 
transformation of the input, making cryptanalysis 
much more diftîcult than DES algorithm, which uses 
just XOR operation. 

in IDEA, dimision is provided by the basic 
building block of the algorithm, known as 
multiplication/addition (MA) structure (figure 2.). 
This structure has as inputs rwo 16-bit values derived 
from the plaintext and two 16-bit subkeys derived 
from the primary key and produces 16-bit outputs. 
This particular structure is repeated eight times in the 
algorithm (figure 1.). 

IDEA uses a primary key of 128 bits long. This 
primary key produces 52 subkeys with 16-bit long. 
Encryption and decryption makes on 64-bit blocks. 

Subkeys Generation 
First 8 subkeys are taken directly from the 

primary key through segmentation in 16-bit segments. 
Then a circular left shift of 25 bit position is appiied 
to the primary key and the next eight subkeys are 
extracted. This procedure is repeated until all 52 
subkeys are gcnerated. 

Encryption 
Encryption schema for IDEA has two inputs 

plaintext (64b) and primar)' key (128b). IDEA is 
making up for 8 rounds and one output 
transformation. These algorithms divide plaintext in 4 
blocks of 16 bits. Output transformation achieves 4 
outputs of 16 bits, which is concatenated and makes 
chipertext of 64 bits. Each round uses 6 subkeys of 
16-bits, but output transformation uses 4 subkeys 
(figure 1.) 
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CipherUxt64b| 

Flgure 1. Idea algorithm 

Decryption 
In this case the inputs is chipertext (64b) and 

different selection of subkeys. Decryption subkeys 
U|,...,U52 are derived from encryption subkeys as 
foilows: 

> First 4 subkeys of decryption round i are 
derived from the first 4 subkeys of 
encryption round 10-i, where the output 
transformation is counted as round 9. First 
and fourth subkey are equal to the 
multiplicative inverse modulo of the 
corresponding flrst and fourth encryption 
subkeys. For round 2 through 8, the second 
and third decryption subkeys are equal to the 
additive inverse modulo corresponding 
third and second encryption subkeys. For 
round 1 and 9, the second and third 
decryption subkeys are equal to the additive 

inverse modulo 2'^ of corresponding second 
and third encryption subkeys. 

> For the first 8 rounds, the last two subkeys of 
decryption round i are equal to last two 
subkeys of encryption round 9-i. [5],[6] 

III. SELECTIVE ENCRYPTION 

Selective encryption or parţial encryption 
represents a good idea if we wish to reduce the 
volume of calculation necessary for image processing. 
The security of selective encryption appiication is 
always lower than using full encryption. The oniy 
reason to use selective encryption is to reduce time 
and computaţional demand. 

This method can be applied to binary images or 
any other format as: JPEG, BMP, GIF, PNG. If 
applied to a binary image, the method consists in 
mixing image dala and a message (key) that has ihe 
same size as the image. A XOR function is sufTicient 
when the message is used only once. A generalized 
for gray level images, is possible: in this case the 
image is divided in bitplanes, which are encrypted 
separately and reconstruct a gray level image. The 
highest bitplanes exhibit some similarities with the 
image, but the least significant bitplanes look random, 
adding noise to the image. 

Selective encryption can be applied with any 
cryptographic algorithm (IDEA, AES, DES). [14], 
[15L[16]. 

IV. EVALUATION OF SELECTIVE 
ENCRYPTION 

In this chapter we present a study of behavior for 
image encryption and implementation of selective 
encryption for color planes (RGB), for luminance and 
chrominance planes ajid for bitplanes. The IDEA 
algorithm is used for encryption because it ofTers high 
security and we have experience in VHDL 
implementation for IDEA algorithm. 

Luminance and chrominance planes are obtain 
from color planes using the following formulae: 

y = 0 . 2 9 9 * + 0 . 5 8 7 * G + 0 . 1 1 4 * 5 

f / = 0 . 4 9 3 * ( 5 - y ) (1) 

y = 0.877 * ( R - r ) 

The color plains are obtain from luminance and 
chrominance with the relations: 

/Î = y + 1 . 1 4 * F 

G = y - 0 . 3 9 5 * f / - 0 . 5 8 1 * F (2) 

5 = y + 2 . 0 3 2 * f / 

DifTicuhies were met in primary key generation 
because Matlab uses only 52 bits to represent a 
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nuinbcr. For ihis reason ihe number o f all zero 
subkeys is NCr> high. so we looked for another 
soUition. we generaied eighi subkeys with values 
b e i w e e n 1 and 2 " \ ihan we translbrmed in binarv and 
concaienaied ihem. After rhese operai ions w e 
oblained pnmary kc) wiih 128 bits d imens ion 

N e x i w e present the results obiained lor color 
plane e n c n piion on differeni images . 

For a coiTect function, alter llie program 
compi lat ion , we musi impoi i an image and generale a 
primary key. These opcrat ions a c h i e v e on File menu 
(f igure 3). 

Figure 3. Image ot applicarion 

N o w we can achieve ihe miage enci-yption. 
The color plajies ( R G B ) encr>piion is as fo l lows; for 
encrypi ing all p lanes the Encrypiion RGB menu is 
accessed , where the Encrypiion planes RGB option is 
chosen For encrNpling only one o f this color planes 
one o f nexi options: Encrypiion pLim R, Encrypiion 
plane G, Encrypiion plane B are available The next 
t lve images present results for color plane encryption. 

Figure 4 Original image 

Figure 5 Fnciy ption R G B 
planes 

Figure 6 Encryption R plane 

Figure 7 Fncryption G plane 

Figure 8 Fncryption B plane 

l-or color plane encrypi ion. the e n c o ' p i e d image 
is secured only if all color planes are encrypied. 

Figure 9 Image \ i ew withoui 
R plane 

This fact is valid for any combinat ion at the co lor 
planes. 

Luminance and c h r o m m a n c e planes encrypt ion is 
the same with color planes encryption. For a secure 
cncrypi ion w e must encrypi all planes. A preseniai ion 
o f ihe luminajice and chrominance planes encrypi ion 
for ihe same image is done m figure 10. 

FigurelO Encrypi ion Y U V 
planes 
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The proposed merliod luis as disad\an(jgc ihe 
i iecessan time Ibr all pixels e n c n ption Figures 11 lo 
IS presenl resiills obtained for biiplunes encryption. 
Each of these figures is fol lowed bv ihe represenlalion 
o f the iniţial image wiihout biiplancs encryption. I h e 
mosi signitlcanl bit imsb) plane is considered the 
plane I and the iast significant bit ^Isb) plane is 
considered the plane 8. 

Figure 16 Original image without firsi. 
second and ihiid planes 

Becauso the securilv is lower for encr>piion o! 
Isb planes ( 8 - 2 ) we decided lo represeni onI> 
encrypied iiiiages (figures 19 to 21). 

Figure 11 Fncr)'ption firsi plajie 

Figure 12 Original image withoui first 
plane 

Figure 13 Encryption tlrsi and second 
planes 

Figure 14 Original image without firsi 
and second planes 

'igure 1 5 Encryption first, second and 
third planes 

Figure 19 Encryption eighih 
nlnni^ 

Figure 20 Encryption second, third, fourth, 
fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth planes 

Figure 21 Original image without Isb 
plajie 

Figure 22 a.Original image 
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Figure 22 b. Encr>'ption first plane 

Figura 22 c. Original image without 
first plane 

Through selective encryption we can ofTer more 
security planes, the minimum for an acceptable 
securit>' being represented by the first plane 
encr>'ption (msb plane). This affirmation is sustained 
by the experiment presented in figure 22. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

Our paper had as starting point the need of 
transmitting safely images on Internet, images such as 
fmgerprints, medical images, etc. 

Such images must guarantee a high securit}' rank 
as well as speed and all these can be obtained through 
cryptographic algorithm and hard implementation. 

The whole paper is a study of encryption tehnics 
for images with experimental results. 

The concluding remarks are: 
• For image encryption the first step is the 
knowledge of needed security rank. 
• If a fast connection is needed and less 
security, we can choose for selective encryption, 
encrypt only first plane (msb plane). 
• To enhance the security degree, we can 
encrypt first and second bitplanes. In this mode 
we can grow image security until image security 
is relied only on algorithm security. Maximum 
security can be provided if all bitplanes are 
encrypted. 
• For color planes encryption, image security 
can be obtained only for all color planes 
encr>'ption. 
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